
 

Yake mtu ndili ne wakwe, yake dangawili mama. Yake na dawa mwingi kunyuru-gwa ke. Yake na majibu mulindana ni
vinduwili wanene, ndi ale mutu wa reo matu wo mtu wa reo matu wo. The post is about the current increase in demand for new
and diverse web development technologies such as React, Redux, Meteor and AngularJS among others. This post is a starting
platform for new JavaScript developers who want to build fast websites by using cutting edge technologies. The contents were
produced from various sources from the internet, Google search and from my personal projects, live demos and experiences as
a web developer. https://github.com/majibu/awesome-frontend 1.0 Introduction to Front-end web development The first step in
front end development is to learn HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The above technologies are used for creating a website's static
content structure without any kind of logic or dynamic behaviors added to it. The following front-end technologies are used for
creating dynamic websites with user interactions. The following front-end technologies are used for creating web applications
that can be accessed using any web browser. 1.1 HTML Web Development With HTML and CSS is the first step in learning
development. The knowledge of HTML, CSS and JavaScript is required to use the various other modern web technologies
explained below 1.2 HTML5 Oracle Academy Article: 
http://www.oracleacademy.com/learn/article/tree_of_life_html5_web_development Wikipedia Article: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Markup_Language#History 1. 3 Introduction to Advanced Web Development The
following two steps explain the knowledge of JavaScript and AngularJS. The next step will introduce the following web
development technologies: CSS, HTML, JSON and REST API. 1.4 JavaScript Oracle Academy Article:
http://www.oracleacademy.com/learn/article/javascript_and_web_development Wikipedia Article: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript#History 1.5 Introduction to AngularJS Oracle Academy Article:
http://www.oracleacademy.com/learn/article/advantages_of_angularjs Wikipedia Article: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AngularJS#History 1. 6 Introduction to the REST API design pattern The REST
("Representational State Transfer")  is a software architectural style that defines a set of  constraints, and  suggests appropriate 
architectural separations. The acronym represents either a set of principles or a set of constraints on how systems should be
built. It was introduced by Roy Fielding in the 2000 PhD thesis that defined the concept through his experience with distributed
hypermedia. The following section contains some introductory information on some related technologies to AngularJS and
NodeJS. The technologies are used for building server side applications, which can be accessed from any device from anywhere
in the world using internet browsers. 1.7 Web Development with NodeJS Oracle Academy Article: http://www.
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